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Abstract Low frequency earthquakes (LFEs) originating below the central San Andreas Fault are
associated with slow-slip beneath the seismogenic zone within the more ductile portion of the crust.
Monitoring efforts over 15 years detected >1 million LFEs. We train a gradient boosted tree model using
statistical features describing the seismic waveforms to estimate the hourly LFE event count. The burstlike LFE behavior is reproduced, while lower amplitudes are predicted during the most active periods.
The hourly event counts are up to 18% greater than the catalog. The ability to continuously monitor LFE
activity provides insight to when geodetic measurements of slow slip are possible, without the need for
developing a computational-intensive template-matching catalog. Similar waveform statistical features are
found between detecting LFEs and tremors, which provides additional evidence tremors are composed of
LFEs. The approach extracts information contained in continuous seismic waveforms that might benefit
detecting precursory signals.
Plain Language Summary

Low frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are a class of events occurring
deep in the fault core beneath the seismogenic zone. This type of event has been observed along the
central San Andrea Fault and occurs much more frequently than regular earthquakes. This study applies
gradient boosted tree models using statistical features derived from continuous daily seismic waveforms
to train a model that is capable of estimating the hourly LFE event count. Inferring the hourly rate of
LFEs allows continuous monitoring of the fault zone using statistical features of daily seismic waveforms,
without developing a computationally expensive LFE catalog. Bursts of these events are associated with
deep slow-slip at the base of the fault that is integral to quantifying the entire slip budget. The model uses
features that quantify the energy released and varying frequency content in daily seismic waveforms to
estimate the LFE activity. Similarities are found between monitoring for LFEs and detecting tremors,
providing additional evidence that tremors are composed of LFEs. The technique exemplifies the
abundant information contained in seismic waveforms that can be applied to training machine learning
models to identify processes deep in the fault zone, with the potential to obtain a deeper understanding of
slip events.

1. Introduction
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Tectonic tremor is inferred to be the superposition of rapidly occurring low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs)
that coincide with slow-slip in the lower-crust fault interface where material is more ductile (Shelly
et al., 2007). Observations of this class of earthquake provide insight to better understand how faults accommodate plate motions and allow discovery by informing physical models of the fault structure and frictional
regime in the deep roots of a fault zone (Bürgmann, 2018; Peng & Gomberg, 2010; Rubinstein et al., 2009).
The phenomenon was first observed in the Nankai trough subduction zone in Japan, downdip from the
locked plate interface (Katsumata & Kamaya, 2003; Obara, 2002), and later in the Cascadia (Rogers & Dragert, 2003) and Mexican (Payero et al., 2008) subduction zones. Observations of tectonic tremor along the
more shallow, crustal strike-slip (transform) San Andreas Fault (SAF) near Parkfield, California provided
evidence of slow-slip in tectonic environments other than subduction zones (Guilhem & Nadeau, 2012; Nadeau & Dolenc, 2005). Following these initial discoveries, slow-slip is now observed at most major tectonic
plate boundaries and considered a significant percentage of the total slip budget (Jolivet & Frank, 2020).
Seismic evidence suggests LFEs represent shearing at the base of a fault zone and are a proxy for slow slip
(Shelly, 2017; Shelly et al., 2007), with supporting geodetic evidence along the SAF (Rousset et al., 2019)
and in multiple subduction zones (Frank, 2016). Tectonic tremors, also originating deep in the fault, are
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low amplitude seismic signals that contain bursts of energy in the 1–5 Hz
range, but depleted in higher frequencies and believed to be composed
of LFEs (Shelly et al., 2007). Tremor signals have been decomposed into
individual LFEs using earthquake waveform techniques, e.g., template
matching, to show the rapid succession of these events produce tremors (Shelly & Hardebeck, 2010). Near the Parkfield section of the SAF
(Figure 1), the time and locations of LFEs are cataloged for 15 years and
provide a detailed record of deep crustal deformation (Shelly, 2017). The
LFEs migrate along strike at rates up to 80 km/hr (Shelly, 2010a, 2017;
Shelly & Hardebeck, 2010), show episodic, near-continuous, and bimodal
recurrent activity (Shelly, 2010a, 2010b), exhibit decoupled behavior from
the northern to southern sections of the fault (Trugman et al., 2015), and
can be triggered by low amplitude stresses produced by tides and teleseismic earthquakes, suggesting a weak frictional environment (Delorey et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2012, 2009; van der Elst
et al., 2016). Robust geodetic observations of deep slow-slip on the SAF
are challenging because of the low signal-to-noise ratio of GPS and InSAR measurements when comparing to the expected sub-millimeter
displacements. Near Parkfield, Rousset et al. (2019) quantify the average
slow-slip moment release, equivalent to a M4.9 earthquake, by stacking
all GPS measurements recorded during bursts of LFE activity with the
highest daily rates. This geodetic observation does not quantify individual slow slip events, but provides evidence that bursts of LFE activity
coincide with deep slip at the base of the fault.
Developing the LFE catalog for the SAF utilizes waveform template
matching with 6 s canonical waveforms to scan the seismic network
(Shelly, 2017). Template matching excels at identifying previously obFigure 1. Low frequency earthquake locations shown as circles colored
served
events, but does not systematically mine the waveforms for new
by depth along the creeping and locked section of the San Andreas Fault
information. The ability to quantify the number of LFEs without compil(gray line) near Parkfield, California. Inverted black triangles are the
ing a catalog has the potential to provide insight into the physics of fault
HRSN seismic sensors used in the analysis; smaller black triangles show
the entire network. Bottom left inset shows the western U.S. with the San
mechanics by continuously tracking events and potentially help conAndreas Fault in red and the study area in the blacksquare. The depth
strain the slip budget of large magnitude earthquakes. Machine learning
profile below shows the seismicity (gray dots) within the dashed rectangle
(ML) models are able to predict the timing of laboratory earthquakes (P.
along the fault and the low frequency earthquakes (circles). The distance is
A. Johnson et al., 2021; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2017) and quantify the physics
relative to the Parkfield 2004 M6 hypocenter (yellow star) in the northwest
prior to a slip event (Hulbert et al., 2019; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2018). In
(NW) and southeast (SE) directions.
the Cascadia subduction zone, ML models are able to increase the detection potential of tremors (Rouet-Leduc et al., 2020), estimate the GPS
measured surface displacement (Hulbert et al., 2020), and identify energy
released before slow-slip events (Hulbert et al., 2020). In this study, we develop a gradient boosted tree ML
regression model to estimate LFE activity on the SAF. The model is trained using the LFE event count per
1 h time interval and statistical features that describe the continuous seismic waveforms. The modeling
framework demonstrates the ability of this class of models to continually estimate the number of LFEs
with minimal data processing but not serve as a replacement for template matching based techniques. The
application shown here provides new evidence of the ability of ML models to distinguish weak sources of
ground motion associated with LFEs and the potential to extract more seismic information related to slowslip. The procedure is very fast in comparison to waveform template matching once the model is trained.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. LFE Hourly Rates
The LFE catalog contains >1 million events at >15 km depth in the lower crust near Parkfield, California
(Shelly, 2017), which includes the transition from the northern creeping to the southern locked regions of
this ∼160 km section of the SAF (Figure 1). The events are distributed throughout 88 families at discrete
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locations that each produce nearly identical waveforms. The Parkfield section of the SAF has hosted numerous M ∼ 6 earthquakes, with the most recent in September 2004 (Bakun et al., 2005). Seismicity along
the 160 km transect and within 7.5 km of the fault shows more activity in the northern creeping section.
The LFE families northwest of Parkfield are between 20–25 km depth and shallower when comparing to
the 22–30 km depth to the southeast.
We develop a LFE event count time-series using a 1-h non-overlapping window between January 2004 and
September 2016. The average LFE rate is 8.4 events per hour with a peak of 238 events per hour following
the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake. Beneath the locked section south of Parkfield, the daily average is 5.5
LFEs per hour with a more steady rate and higher amplitude waveforms (Nadeau & Dolenc, 2005; Shelly
& Hardebeck, 2010). Below the creeping section to the north, the average is 2.9 LFEs per hour and exhibit
more burst-like activity that was used to constrain geodetic observations of deep creep (Rousset et al., 2019).
2.2. Seismic Waveforms
The High-Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN, 2014; NCEDC, 2014) is a permanent array of 13 borehole
seismometers (Figure 1). The network is designed to enhance microseismicity detection and used to develop the LFE catalog (Shelly, 2017). We use five stations (EADB, FROB, SCYB, SMNB, and VCAB) that
perform well when developing the LFE catalog (Shelly, 2017) and do not have multi-month gaps of missing data. We obtain all available 3-channel (DP; 250 samples per second) daily records between 2004 and
2016. We reverse the polarity and perform channel swaps following Shelly (2017). The daily waveforms are
preprocessed by normalizing to unit variance and windowing into 1 h non-overlapping intervals (900,000
samples; 24 waveform sections per day). We normalize the data because the waveforms are filtered above
the 1 Hz instrument corner frequency and deconvolving the instrument response produces nearly identical
results. Days containing multiple file segments are merged and any remaining gaps are filled with zeros.
Days with inconsistent channels or partial waveforms records with more than 30 cumulative minutes missing per day are discarded.
2.3. Data Features
Data features are calculated as follows. For each channel a fourth order zero-phase Butterworth bandpass
filter at 2–6 Hz, 6–10 Hz, 10–14 Hz, 14–18 Hz, and 2–18 Hz is applied to the normalized waveforms. Ten features are calculated using each channel with the five filtered waveforms: the zero-crossing-rate, the 5%–95%,
10%–90%, 25%–75%, 40%–60% inter-quantile-range (IQR), the variance, the skew, the kurtosis, the min-max
range, and the root-mean-squared. This produces 150 features per sensor and 750 features per 1 h time
interval (3 channels ∗ 5 filters ∗ 10 statistics ∗ 5 sensors = 750 features). The original set of features were
selected from previous analysis (C. W. Johnson et al., 2020; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2018) and reduced to these
10 after model testing. Any missing waveforms are represented as a vector of 150 not-a-number values.
The gradient boosted tree model is insensitive to scale differences between individual features, however
natural temporal variations recorded in the waveforms, for example, daily and seasonal ground motions (C.
W. Johnson et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019), can introduce a bias. Therefore, each feature time series is scaled
to unit variance by the standard deviation of the previous 30 days to enforce continuity in the time series
without incorporating any future information, unlike scaling by the standard deviation of the entire series.
The features are split into training (2005–2009; N = 43,824), test (2010–2012; N = 26,304), and blind test
(2013–2016; N = 35,064) data sets. Data shuffling is not applied to retain the temporal behavior inherent to
the time series.
2.4. Gradient Boosted Tree Model
We develop a gradient boosted tree regression model (XGBoost package; Chen & Guestrin, 2016) to estimate
the LFE event count per 1 h interval. The model is trained using features from 5 years of data. The performance is evaluated using 3 years of data. The model is tuned by fitting the nine hyperparameters (max_
depth, learning_rate, n_estimators, gamma, min_child_weight, subsample, colsample_bytree, reg_alpha,
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Figure 2. SHAP metric showing feature importance with the more influential features having a greater value. The
20 that contribute most to the model are shown in descending order with the feature name listed on the vertical axis.
Features positively correlating are in red and negatively correlating in blue.

and reg_lambda) using a Bayesian optimizer (scikit-optimize package; Head et al., 2018) to train thousands of models and find the best combination. The optimizer loss function is updated with the average
mean-absolute-error using 5-fold cross validation until converging at a global minimum (Text S1). This procedure ensures an unbiased metric for model improvement, but does produce a potential bias since the bestfit hyperparameters are unintentionally tuned to the test data during evaluation. Therefore, we assess the
model performance using blind-test data between 2013 and 2016.

3. Results
3.1. Feature Importance
Tree based model architectures have the benefit of quantifying the feature importance to interpret which
information is most influential in the model training. The feature importance is quantified using the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) summary value (Lundberg & Lee, 2017) to report the contribution and
if a positive or negative correlation with the target variable exists (Figure 2). The SHAP value for the most
influential feature is almost 2 times greater than the others, but that does not indicate causality, only how
the model is obtaining information to perform best. The most influential feature is the 5%–95% IQR from
station SMNB on channel DP2 in the 10–14 Hz bandpass with a SHAP value of 3.5 that is positively correlated. The features ranked one through four are all 5%–95% IQR in the 6–10 Hz and 10–14 Hz bandpass.
The fifth ranked feature is the zero crossing rate in the 14–18 Hz bandpass and correlates negatively with
the LFE rate, indicating this value is informing the model of when not to expect LFEs. The sixth ranked
feature is the zero crossing rate in the 2–6 Hz bandpass and correlates positively. This is the first feature in
the typical spectral range for detecting LFEs. Regardless of station or channel, the top 20 features are IQR (8
in 5%–95% and one in 10%–90%) or zero crossing rate, 13 correlate positively and seven negatively, and four
are in the 2–6 Hz bandpass. None of the central-moment statistics appear in the top 20 best features listed.
3.2. Training, Testing, and Blind-Test
Results for the three data sets are shown as the LFE event count versus the model estimate in a 2D histogram. The combined 5-fold cross validation results have a 0.73 R2 value (Figure 3a). Viewing the 5 years
separately (Figure S1) shows the R2 values range between 0.66–0.80 with the model under predicting in
2005. The test data have a 0.62 R2 value (Figure 3b). The individual years 2010, 2011, and 2012 (Figure S2)
have R2 values of 0.71, 0.70, 0.43, respectively. The decrease in 2012 is from an overall reduction in the
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON
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predicted number of events. The model captures the bursts of activity,
but underestimates the peak amplitude. However, the total number of
predictions from the regression model are 4.6% and 18.6% greater than
the training and testing data sets, respectively, than the catalog totals. The
increase is during time intervals with lower event counts and generally
does not over predict during the burst-like activity. Applying the trained
model to the blind-test data set produces a 0.57 R2 value (Figure 3c) with
values ranging between 0.39–0.74 for the individual years (Figure S3).
Consistent with the year 2012 in the test data, 2013 shows large misfit
and the results improve in the subsequent years. To test if the model is
underestimating because of variations in the network, we train a new
model with the same hyperparameters using 3 fold cross validation with
the test data set, which contains data collected during upgrades to the
network. The results produce similar predictions, with the same reduction observed in 2012, and indicates the model is most likely estimating a
consistent LFE event count, even if the network performance decreases,
and the underlying problem is the unstable waveforms during this period
(Shelly, 2017).
The blind-test results for 2015 are presented with the R2 value and mean
difference calculated using a 7 days (168 h) moving window with a 1 day
step (Figure 4). Qualitatively the model captures the multi-day changes and estimates the bursts of LFE activity, but more often does not
correctly capture the total number of events in the bursts. The moving
window R2 values are around 0.75, but decrease to 0.5 when the mean
difference between the catalog and model is greatest. The mean difference in the 7 days window is between ±10 with most values between
±4. This smoothed representation shows the model performs correctly
when <25 LFEs occur in the 1 h interval and is capable of capturing
multi-day bursts of events. An advantage of the LFE event count model is shown during periods of missing seismic data. Stations FROB and
SMNB are problematic during days 1–20 and the catalog contains few
events, but the model estimates continuous activity that averages about
10 events per hour with a burst of >50 LFEs (Figure 4b). Beginning in
2010 long periods of network degradation occur more frequently (Figure
3 in Shelly, 2017), suggesting the model is correctly estimating the LFE
activity when the template matching was unable to detect all events. This
point underscores the usefulness of applying such an approach in that it
detects signal where template matching may fail.
Figure 3. Histogram with events per bin shown in log units for the model
estimate versus the catalog count per 1 h interval for the (a) training, (b)
test, and (c) blind test data sets. The white line shows the 1:1 correlation
and is bounded by ±10 as the dashed line. The R2 value is listed for each in
the upper left.

The model is applied to data from 2004 to evaluate the LFE activity before
and after the September 28, 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake. Prior to the
event, the model produces a R2 value around 0.75, consistent with other
results presented, but after the mainshock a drop to 0.25 is observed and
the model underestimates the increased activity through the end of the
year (Figure S4). The results suggest the statistical data describing the
waveforms is not consistent during this time period to estimate the activity in all the LFE families, possibly
due to the activation of specific families (Shelly & Hardebeck, 2010) that are difficult for the model to quantify during periods of increased activity. Training the model for these scenarios would increase performance.

4. Discussion
The statistical features used in the boosted tree model provide a snapshot of the physics recorded in the
waveforms with the goal of learning what components of the signal are relevant for extracting information
that describes tectonic deformation. The two most important features are the 5%–95% IQR in the 10–14 Hz
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON
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Figure 4. The LFE event count for 2015 with time varying statistics for (a) 12 months and (b) 2 months. The lower
panel shows the time series for the catalog (red) and model values (blue) with the R2 for the entire series. The upper
panel shows the R2 value per 7 days moving window with a gray dashed line at 0.75 for reference. The middle panel
shows the mean difference between the catalog and model per 7 days moving window. Positive and negative values
indicate more or less events, respectively, in the catalog than predicted by the model.

bandpass, indicating the model identifies relevant statistics to quantify the LFE activity beyond the 1–10 Hz
range typically associated with LFEs (Obara, 2002). Studies analyzing laboratory shear data find features
calculated with similar bandpass filtering perform best (Rouet-Leduc et al., 2018), suggesting the models in
these experiments are identifying comparable fault emissions across multiple scales. Applying a variation of
this method to slow slip in Cascadia shows tremor activity is best characterized by the IQR in the 8–13 Hz
bandpass (Hulbert et al., 2020; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2019). Furthermore, a deep learning model trained using
Cascadia tremor signals is able to identify tremor on the SAF near Parkfield (Rouet-Leduc et al., 2020).
Unlike tree based architectures, the deep learning model does not provide a specific best-feature, but does
highlight the strong similarities between detecting tremors and LFEs with information outside the 1–10 Hz
range. This collection of results suggests that a characteristic acoustic release of energy across multiple
scales and tectonic environments is identifiable for both tremors and LFEs, and provides new statistical
evidence for tremor being comprised of LFEs.
The statistical representation of waveforms provides enough information to estimate the hourly LFE event
count. The temporal sampling aggregates this information into discrete time windows and obscures useful
characteristics contained in the <10 s LFE waveforms. For example the particular LFE family is not identifiable since the model produces a total estimate for the fault zone. Sensitivity tests applying station dropout
or using a single station (HRSN station VCAB and the broadband station PKD were modeled for single
station analysis) produce similar results, but show a reduction in LFE event count. This suggests multiple
stations distributed around the source are required to capture the amplitude and duration characteristics of
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON
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the LFE families. Additionally, we trained models using a 1 day, 12 h, 6 h, 2 h, and 5 min intervals. The 1 day
results estimate the bursts in activity, but do not fully capture the low amplitude fluctuations. The results for
the 5 min sampling are similar to the 1 h sampling and correctly estimate the low event counts, but do not
fully capture peaks in activity (Figure S5). The 1 h time interval results presented provide adequate resolution and a compromise for these trade-offs. To compare the performance we produce time series following
Rousset et al. (2019) by applying a 10-day smoothing window to daily totals (Figure S6). The model captures
peaks in activity for the entire fault zone that match many in the catalog, but is not identical to the bursts
of events selected by Rousset et al. (2019) that only use the families north of the M6 Parkfield earthquake.
This validation demonstrates the boosted tree regression model reproduces the most salient features of the
template matching catalog and is able to track tectonic deformation.
To test the limits of the information extracted from the waveforms, we attempted to forecast the future LFE
activity with a separately trained gradient boosted tree model and a recurrent neural network. The results
produced poor predictions that primarily estimate the mean rate, which indicates the model is not identifying useful information for future activity. These predictive modeling tests suggest the selected features used
to describe instantaneous LFE activity must be augmented with new information, most likely from deep
learning neural networks that extract features directly from the seismic waveform data, to further test if
future activity can be predicted from hidden signals in the seismic noise. Alternatively, it may be necessary
to change the regression model target variable and apply some measure of surface displacement as a label.
A limitation to this approach for continuously monitoring LFE activity is presented as the degraded model
performance in the months following the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake. The variations in waveform amplitudes for the different LFE families (Shelly & Hardebeck, 2010) is a possible cause for the discrepancies
between the model estimates and catalog. A potential solution is to design a model that identifies the total
number for each LFE family in a waveform segment, but this might be biased by the original LFE templates
used to build the existing catalog. Additionally, this would require a deep learning model architecture that
needs more training data than applied here and specific weighting schemes to overcome the imbalance
between the total number of events in each family. Here the goal is to establish that LFE rates are rapidly
quantified by a statistical representation of the waveforms, which can be used as a monitoring technique for
bursts of LFE activity when aftershock sequences are not occurring.
The problem we describe is challenging because of the spatially synchronous behavior of LFE families
that can produce simultaneous emissions at unrelated locations (Trugman et al., 2015), and the frequent
earthquakes occurring along the creeping section of the fault. For these reasons the central SAF presents
unique conditions in contrast to other regions where related problems are explored, for example, tremor
and slow-slip in Cascadia (Hulbert et al., 2020; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2019, 2020). Nevertheless, the model
performance suggests the selected features are sufficient to characterize LFE behavior related to the evolving fault system. The model describes bulk behavior of the fault zone and is not meant to replace template
matching, but instead provide details of the average deformation directly from the waveforms. Similar LFE
analyses across different tectonic regions and faulting styles may provide additional insight into consistent
and varying LFE, tremor, and slow-slip characteristics.

5. Conclusion
We develop a gradient boosted tree regression model using statistical features of seismic waveforms to estimate the hourly LFE event count on the central SAF. The model is trained using 5 years of catalog events
and waveform data from five borehole seismometers to calculate characteristic features. The model returns
estimates with a R2 value of 0.73 for the cross validation training. Two test data sets are analyzed and the
largest misfit is observed during bursts of LFE activity, with the model reporting lower total event counts.
Tests during periods of seismic station malfunction indicate the model is reporting activity consistent with
long term rates and shows the utility of this approach for monitoring efforts. Similarities with the statistical
features that best describe the LFE event count are observed between other tree based models that identify
tremors and provide statistical evidence tremors are composed of LFEs. The technique presented is a method for continuous monitoring LFE activity that is associated with deep slow slip and offers an alternative to
computationally intensive approaches based on waveform correlation.
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON
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Data Availability Statement
All data for this study are publicly available from the High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) doi:
10.7932/HRSN, operated by the UC Berkeley Seismological Laboratory, which is archived at the Northern
California Earthquake Data Center (NCEDC), doi: 10.7932/NCEDC.
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